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The understanding and prediction of ripple related phenomena is an important issue in the
design of tokamak reactors. The strong toroidal and poloidal anisotropy of the heat flux to the
first wall of TORE SUPRA during additionnai heating has been related to suprathermal particle
losses induced by the TF ripple [I]. In this paper we describe a new system of electric collectors
designed to diagnose these localized particles and we analyse measurements performed during
LHCD, ICRH and NBI heating.

Description of the diagnostic

The diagnostic consists of two arrays of twelve graphite collectors. Each array is located
inside a vertical port, one on the ion drift side (top), the other on the electron drift side (bottom).
A given collector is related to a known vertical chord across the plasma by the drift trajectory of
the localized particles (fig.l) and therefore an array gives the current profile of the particles
drifting in its direction and entering the port. The arrays can be set to a potential which can be
ramped during the shot (±100 V) in order to plot the characteristic of each collector. This allows
to measure the effect of a possible weak density background plasma inside the port and to detect
secondary electron emission induced by the fast particles.

Analysis of the collected currents

Measurements have been performed during ohmic and additionnai heating phases. The
main parameters of these discharges are summarized on table 1.

During the ohmic phase, the collected currents are weak, and the characteristics are remi-
niscent of those of Langmuir probes (fig.2). The current values and profiles are the same on each
array and can be related to a plasma density of 1017 nr3 near the port aperture, decreasing to 1016

nv3 inside the port.
During additionnai heating, the measured profile drastically changes on the side towards

which the suprathermal particles are drifting (fig.3), whereas the other side keeps almost the
ohmic levels and shapes. During LHCD the characteristics of the bottom array are clearly shifted
by a current due to fast localized electrons (fig.2). During ICRH (minority heating), the top array
characteristics are shifted but somewhat modified by the presence of secondary electrons created
by fast ions. The analysis of the characteristics reveals that these electrons are emitted when the
collectors are set to a negative potential but can be recaptured by a positive potential. A secon-
dary electron emission rate of about 2.5 can be deduced from the ionic and electronic saturation
values. This value is compatible with the interaction between carbon and fast H+ ions in the range
100-200 keV generated by the wave.

Consequently, the electronic saturation part of all the characteristics is free of secondary
electrons. This current is due to the fast panicles and to a small background plasma contribution
that can be estimated from the array located on the opposite side. This procedure gives a value of
the localized suprathermal panicle currents that is free of any spurious component
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Figure 1: Geometrical arrangement of the diagnostic in TORE SUPRA
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Figure 2: Probe characteristics
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Ripple losses profiles during additional heating

LHCD experiments:
When LHCD is applied the currents collected by the bottom array suddenly rise and their

profile is strongly peaked around a collector connected with the chord R=2.6 m. Hot spots were
E osa o --trved by IR camera at this point inside the port [I]. The position of this maximum is in
good --^rament' with what is expected from theory. A fraction of the fast electrons generated by
the wive ." die good confinement zone (fig.l) is brought by collisional scattering on banana
orbits, ivaen the banana rip comes outside the good confinement zone, i.e. outside the S*=0 con-
tour, a fast electron can be trapped in the ripple well and directly lost to the wall provided its
energy is high enough to avoid collisional detrapping (E>40keV for TORE SUPRA conditions).
For most of the central magnetic surfaces this mechanism takes place at R=2.6m where the drift
trajectories are tangential to the good confinement zone (fig.l). This geometrical effect is the
origin of the observed anisotropy. The position of the maximum can be considered as a direct
measurement of the good confinement zone inside the plasma.

The profile of the localized particles is roughly independent of power and density in the
experimental range. A regression analysis shows that total collected current varies as Pi-H

1V2- A
Fokker-Planck model describing the ripple losses as a loss cone above a critical energy related to
the collisionnal detrapping is on the way and should explained theses scalings.

The total power losses can be estimated considering that the mean energy of the localized
electron deduced by hard X-ray measurements is =100 keV. For ne=3xl019nr3and Pu1=SMW,
the total collected current on the bottom array is 40 mA. Therefore, taking into account the 18
coils symmetry of the problem we obtain Prippia/PtH- 2 %• Despite this small value, the strong
anisotropy of these losses leads to high local thermal loads on the vessel structure (up to 400
W.cnr2 perpendicularly to the drift trajectory of localized particles).

ICRH experiments:
During ICRH (minority regime, resonance on axis) fast ions currents clearly appear on the

top array (fig.4). The observed profile is also peaked around the same location (fig.3) but
somewhat broader man the fast electron one. The interpretation of this profile is quite the same
than for fast electrons. The wave creates fast ions on banana orbit that can be lost in the ripple
after diffusion and scattered outside the good confinement zone. The global power losses can be
deduced by using the average energy of fast H+ ions seen by CX measurements (100-200 keV).
We also found moderate global losses, typically Pnppk/PicRH = 2 %>out strong local thermal load
at die edge.

A striking feature is the presence of intense fast ions bursts synchronous with the sawteeth
crashes. These bursts are seen only on the top collectors and therefore are not related to an edge
phenomenon. The rise time of the signal is smaller than the acquisition rate (2 ms). The decay
time of these bursts goes from 10 ms for the most central chords to less than 2 ms for the peri-
pheral chords. This is consistent with the theoretical trapping time of the fast ions. This expulsion
of fast ions during sawteeth crashes has already been seen by other methods on other tokamaks
e.g.[2].

NBI experiments:
Fast localized ions have also been observed during preliminary NBI experiments

(PNBF=300kW, Eo=60keV). The profile is peaked again at the same radius. Moreover, as expec-
ted by previous Fokker-Planck calculations [3], the power loss is much more important in the
case of NBI, because fast ions on banana orbits are directly generated in the high ripple zone.
Calculations simulate the total loss current and lead to Pnppie/PNBi > 30 %.
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Conclusions

The interaction of fast particles created by additionnai heating with the TF ripple pertur-
bation in TORE SUPRA has been analyzed by a direct measurement of the localized panicles.
The good confinement region has been identified thanks to a peak in the measured current
profiles and is in agreement with theory. During LHCD and ICRH, die global losses are weak
(-2%) but strongly anisotropic leading to hot spots at the wall. During ICRH, an ejection of
fast ions by the sawteeth towards peripheral zones where they get lost in the ripple has been
seen. This is a possible scenario of a particle losses in a reactor.
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Figure 3: Profiles during NBI, ICRH and LHCD
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Figure 4: Observation of
ripple trapped fast ions
during ICRH in TORE
SUPRA. Bursts of
trapped panicles are
observed at sawteeth
crashes.
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